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May 5, 2014 

 

The Hon. Tom Hughes, President 

Metro Council 

600 NE Grand Avenue 

Portland, OR 

 

RE:  Ordinance 14-1329 – Amendments to Title 4 Regionally Significant Industrial 

Areas 

 

Dear President Hughes and Councilors: 

 

The Oregon Chapter of NAIOP represents commercial real estate developers, 

owners, managers, brokers, and numerous associated service industries investing 

and doing business in the Portland metropolitan region.  We are deeply committed 

to maintaining an adequate supply of industrial land within this region and agree 

strongly with the following statements that appear on Metro’s own website: 

 

One of the most important parts of Metro’s mission is to promote and sustain 

a strong and competitive regional economy. One of Metro’s responsibilities is 

the protection of a diverse group of industrial and employment lands 

throughout the region to provide for good jobs and enable the efficient 

movement of goods and freight. The value of large public and private 

investments in these lands – such as ports and other freight facilities, for 

example – can be lost if they are converted to other uses. 

 

Regionally significant industrial areas are those industrial areas near the 

region’s most significant transportation facilities that enable the efficient 

movement of freight. RSIAs also include other areas most suitable for the 

movement and storage of goods. Because of the significance of these areas 

to the region’s overall economy, they are regulated to ensure their 

continued use and availability as industrial lands. 

 

Ordinance 14-1329 would make significant changes to the protections afforded to 

Regionally Significant Industrial Areas.  Just like any other regionally significant 

land resource with unique characteristics—whether environmental, scenic, historic, 

or any other—any change that might impair the use of our best industrial lands 

should be subject to the highest level of scrutiny.  
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While we certainly appreciate the value of active transportation amenities such as trails and associated 

facilities, we believe that the current language of the draft amendments to Title 4 is unnecessarily broad 

for the intended purpose.  We would urge the Council to amend the ordinance to: 

 

 Require that land for trails and associated facilities must be acquired from a willing seller. 

 

 Clarify that associated facilities must relate to and be subordinate to the trails.  Otherwise, arguably 

one could locate a large scale recreational use (such as a ball park), include a trail in the design, and 

be covered under the new exemption.  

 

 Ensure that the mapped demarcation of a trail or associated facility shall not impose any additional 

regulatory requirements on an existing or future development in an RSIA.  Additional setback 

requirements, for example, could have the effect of severely constraining industrial uses and access 

to them. 

 

 Ensure that the scale of the trail and associated facilities shall be the minimum size necessary and 

shall not interfere with current or future industrial uses. 

 

We believe that our concerns would be addressed with the following changes to the proposed 

amendments to Title 4 (Underlined text is included in Metro’s May 1, 2014 draft.  Double underlined 

text and double strikethrough is proposed by NAIOP). 

 

THE METRO COUNCIL ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

 

1. Section 3.07.420.D of the Metro Code is hereby amended as follows: 

 

“D.  Cities and counties shall review their land use regulations and revise them, if necessary, to 

prohibit the siting of schools, places of assembly larger than 20,000 square feet or parks intended to 

serve people other than those working or residing in the RSIA.  Nothing in this subsection is intended to 

prohibit trails and associated facilities accessory to and in support of trails from being located within an 

area designated RSIA on Metro’s Title 4 Map, including but not limited to trailhead amenities, parking 

areas, benches, information kiosks, restrooms, shelters, bicycle racks, picnic areas and educational 

facilities.  Such trails and accessory facilities shall be located on land that was acquired from a willing 

seller, shall not interfere with current or future industrial uses within the RSIA, and shall not impose any 

additional regulatory requirements on existing or future industrial development within the RSIA.” 

 

Thank you for your consideration of our recommendations; we very much appreciate the close working 

relationship that NAIOP and Metro have forged during the last decade and look forward to continued 

efforts together to promote a strong and competitive regional economy.  Please let us know if we can 

provide any additional information or assistance. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Benjamin Chessar, 2014 President 

for 




